
The Solution
Senture used Frontier to supercharge their pipeline to reduce the time-
to-hire needed to meet their growing hiring needs. With Frontier’s 
location targeting and sophisticated AI-powered screening, Senture 
was able to hire CSRs for multiple classes within weeks.



Using Frontier’s in-house typing and internet speed tests, 100% of 
Senture’s budget was spent on candidates who could also meet the 
technical requirements of the role. 



Senture has been able to hire 10s of candidates using Frontier, and 
continues to use their sourcing and screening capabilites to find and 
hire qualified candidates.



Powering Fast Growing Companies

Case Study

frontier-jobs.com

14
Hires within 3 days

100+
Interviews booked  

in 3 days

40%
Frontier candidates were 

made an offer

Conn’s is a retailer with over 
4,500 employees, 

specialising in furniture, 
home appliances and 

consumer electronics.

The Challenge
Senture needed to hit their high volume hiring targets quickly due to 
seasonal hiring requirements. They were looking for Customer Support 
Representatives, who were required to be in specific states, but due to 
low population density, they were not able to drive volume in these 
states. 



Candidates were also required to adhere to specifc internet speed and 
typing speed requirements.



With their existing channels, Senture was unable to drive volume due to 
the number of requirements needed for a candidate to pass their hiring 
bar. 
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Powering High-Volume Talent Teams

frontier-jobs.com

10s
Of candidates hired week-

on-week.

100%
Candidates screened on 

internet speed and typing 
ability. 

1/2
Time-to-hire cut in half

Senture provides outsourcing 
services to US companies: 

contact center support, 
sales, technical and 
consulting services.


